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Agenda

1. Welcome on behalf of B3 AG (Leo)

2. Brief introduction to the B3 Sprint (Leo)

3. The plan and deliverables of the Sprint (Charles)

4. The joint IHE & PCHA/Continua contribution (Mario) 

5. The relevance of the IHE Connectathon (Charles) 

6. Questions from the audience (Leo/Andrea)



Purpose of the Sprint

The purpose of this sprint is to analyse the lessons learnt

by B3 members in their deployment:

.. to identify the pain points, and

… to bridge user needs with the constraints of the

technology development

.. for the deployment of connected systems and

integrated care.



Plan and Deliverables of the Sprint

A. Prepare a survey and analyse responses from B3 

Action Group and Reference Site members

B. Identify pain points and potential resolutions

C. Make recommendations on interoperability for the 

AHA Blueprint process to address/focus.



Blueprint for Digital Transformation of 
Health and Care for the Ageing Society

Blueprint issued in September for public comments by the EU Commission 

(DG santé):

“Lack of interoperability is both a reason for and a result of market 

fragmentation. It perpetuates market fragmentation and creates significant 

barriers to entry, especially for innovators and SMEs. Better coordination of 

care requires open platforms and widely adopted standards on which each 

player can contribute and innovations can thrive.

For the advance of integrated care, it is imperative to break this market 

deadlock and to advance standards and open platforms. The European 

Commission has referenced standards (including Continua Design 

Guidelines and Integrated Health Enterprise IHE profiles) in its eHealth 

European Interoperability Framework.”



A - Prepare a Survey & Analyse Responses 

1. A week after this webinar, the Sprint will issue a survey on Overcoming 

interoperability challenges from users’ perspectives

2. The Survey will seek input from B3 Action Group, other AG members and 

Reference Sites, with perspectives of various stakeholders: Health 

Authorities, Project Leaders, Health Professionals, Citizens, Industry.

… engaged in Integrated Care Projects, both deployed  (the lessons and 

challenge faced) and in deployment (the upcoming challenges).

3. The Survey will solicit the positive and negative outcome of the typical 

approaches to information exchanges that were/are followed.

 We appreciate your careful attention in responding to this survey



B – Identify Pain Points & 
Potential Resolutions

1. Based on the pain points identified:

a) Prioritize pain points resulting in interoperability challenges

b) Confirm challenges with attendees at the Venice workshop, prioritize 

these challenges 

2. Examine potential solutions for the top pain points:

a) Brainstorming for solution used by participants

b) Evaluate proposed approaches such as those established by IHE and 

PCHA/Continua (e.g. Connectathon visit in Venice)

 We need your contributions in the April 6th workshop in Venice Italy.



C – Make Recommendations on 
Interoperability for the EC Blueprint

1. From the previous analysis and solutions identified, derive key elements for 

the interoperability strategy identified as critical in the Blueprint on Digital 

Transformation of Health and Care for the Ageing Society.

2. Identify the processes related to achieving effective interoperability in order 

to remove the barriers to reach the Blueprint objectives for open platforms 

and widely adopted standards on which each player can contribute and 

innovations can thrive.

3. Keep the ultimate focus on user needs with the design and development of 

connected systems to support integrated care services.

 We need your engagement at the April 6th workshop in Venice Italy.



B3 Action Group on Integrated Care Webinar:

Overcoming interoperability challenges from users’ perspectives

Thursday, 2 March 2017, 14:00 – 15:30 CET

The joint IHE and PCHA/Continua contribution

Mario Romão, PCHAlliance EUWG Vice Chair (Intel) 
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Topics:
1. Interoperability matters

2. Our approach

3. IHE and PCHAlliance collaboration
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1. Interoperability matters
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For Healthcare 
Professionals
Interoperability Means Efficiency

Standards save valuable time. 

• No agonizing about what device your patient 
buys, what cellphone they choose, or what 
carrier they use.

• Focus on care delivery and treatment 
decisions

• Trust and efficiency: data will arrive ready 
for informing decision making
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For Patients/Citizens
Interoperability Means Freedom

• Choose the solution that fits your lifestyle 
without worrying about whether it will 
connect to the people you want it to.

• Future-proof your investment ensuring that 
data you’ve already collected can be used 
with whatever new products come along
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For Hospitals
Interoperability Means Lower Costs

Standards simplify sourcing of solutions and 
systems integration 

• Reduce cost and complexity

• Ensure security and patient safety

• Maintains integrity of medical-grade data
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For Healthcare Systems
Interoperability Deliver Long-term 
Efficiencies

Standards:

• Enable mobility for citizens

• Reduce regional, economic disparities in care 
provision

• Support large scale deployment

• Promote building of trust
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For Manufacturers
Interoperability Saves Cost and 
Time
Standards: 

• Allow resource utilization toward product 
differentiation, not reinventing data formats.

• Free developers to focus on value-added 
functionality

• Reduces entry barriers into higher value 
markets: Analytics, information management, 
decision support

• Faster time to market

• Promotes geographical expansion
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1. Interoperability matters

2. Our approach
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Continua Health Alliance (2006-2014)

• Founded in 2006

• Objective:  
• to establish an ecosystem of personal connected personal health and fitness 

products and services
• to make it possible for patients, caregivers and healthcare providers to share 

data 

• Founding members included industry and users:  
• Intel, Cisco, GE, IBM, Nonin, Philips, Samsung…

• Kaiser Permanente, Partners HealthCare…
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Personal Connected Health Alliance

• Founded in 2014 as…

• A merger of

• Continua Health Alliance 

• HIMSS

• mHealth Summit 

• Objective:  to advance personal connected health
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Continua Guidelines 
for personal connected health interoperability 

• The only open implementation framework for authentic, end-to-end interoperability 

• Based on common international standards (IEEE, ISO, others)

• Continua guidelines are international standard ITU-T H.810
• International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the global standards agency of the United Nations

• Built on four key principles:
• Authentic interoperability – minimal effort on the part of the user

• Open model – universally accessible, non-proprietary, not for profit

• Flexibility –maximum choice for developers and end users

• Wisdom of the market – consensus process of vendors and users

• Annual editions and updates (now 8th edition/2016)
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Continua End-to-End Architecture
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Continua Certification

Development, Test & Certification

• Continua test tools save time and resources during development

• Certified Experts (“CCEs”) available to support development and 
certification

• “Plugfests” allow real world testing in a trusted, constructive 
environment 

• Continua CertifiedTM logo 
• Individual: ensures interoperability

• Manufacturers: provides competitive advantage

• >100 health devices and services certified
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1. Interoperability matters

2. Our approach

3. IHE and PCHAlliance collaboration



Leaders in eHealth Interoperability

Working together towards interoperability for healthcare



About IHE and PCHA
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) and Personal Connected Health Alliance 
(PCHA) are each focused on improving the ways health IT systems share information. 

IHE’s primary domain is in clinical healthcare settings and their regional/national/cross-
border exchanges while PCHA’s primary domain is in home and remote health settings.

IHE Profiles and PCHA’s Continua Design Guidelines are both standard-based, open 
specifications for health information exchange:

Where they overlap they are consistent, resulting in a mature and interoperable 
information ecosystem
Together they ensure that device data whether captured by the patient or in a care 
delivery setting flows into electronic health records in the same format and coded 
content

Together, both IHE and PCHA continually improve interoperability within their domains 
and oversee conformity testing and certification of products worldwide.
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How We Are Leading Together (3 pronged plan)

Collaborating on future Profiles and Guidelines development.
Coordinating work programs between the two organizations

Enabling seamless integration between products using IHE Profiles and the Continua 
Design Guidelines to ensure the combined deployment of fully interoperable systems.

Collaborating with each other’s conformity testing and certification 
programs.

Aligning tools and processes.

Collaborating on Communication, Education, and Product Interoperability 
Demonstrations.

Eliminating confusion among providers, vendors, and standards bodies about both 
organizations’ standards and tools. 
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Thank you
Mario Romao, 

EUWG Vice Chair

mario.romao@intel.com

www.pchalliance.org



Agenda

1. The plan and deliverables of the Sprint (Charles)

2. The joint IHE & PCHA/Continua contribution (Mario) 

3. The relevance of the IHE Connectathon (Charles) 

4. Questions (Leo/Andrea)



Come to Venice – Learn potential of Connectathons

Venice, Italy, 3-7 April 2017 

–Visit (or Participate) in the Next European 
Connectathon

Meet the real implementers

– Learn about various national and regional eHealth programs 
that already leverage IHE profiles

– Evaluate the role and impact of testing to achieve 
interoperability 

– More at: http://connectathon.ihe-europe.net/

http://connectathon.ihe-europe.net/


Mission of IHE

• IHE improves healthcare by providing specifications, tools 
and services for interoperability

• IHE engages care practitioners, health authorities, 
industry, and users to develop, test, and implement 
standards-based solutions to vital health and care 
information needs

• IHE is both international (join forces and reuse) and local 
(autonomous, learn, adopt, deploy and feedback)
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What is IHE

• IHE: Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise

• IHE uses an open, consensus‐based process to engage 
users, providers and suppliers of care IT solutions to 
identify and solve interoperability problems

• IHE is:
– an international SDO of authorities, users and vendors

– Profiles formally recognized by ISO though being Liaison A

– Sponsoring and fostering a robust interoperability testing ecosystem (cross-
standards, open source tooling, process rigor across entire lifecycle)

– Directly supportive of eHealth projects (use cases, interoperability 
specifications, conformity assessment, projectathon, national certification)
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IHE Technical Framework

Profile 

Development

eHealth

Projects
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Base Standards



What does IHE deliver ?

• IHE has published a large body of detailed specifications 
(Profiles) that are being implemented today by care provider 
organisations and regional platforms to enable standards--
based, safe, secure and efficient health information exchange.

• IHE holds periodically test and validation events in Europe, 
North America and Asia to allow proper verification and 
validation of systems claiming conformance to IHE Profiles.
– Connectathon (connectivity marathon)

– Conformity Assessment

• IHE provides support through IHE Services (Not for profit, 
shared test tooling, processes, technical adoption).
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IHE Europe &  IHE National
IHE

International
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Interoperability results from an Ecosystem

Document Use Case 
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Identify available 

standards (e.g. HL7, 

DICOM, IETF, OASIS)

Develop 

technical 

specifications

Testing at 

Connectathons IHE 
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Products 

with IHE

Timely access to   

information Easy to integrate 

products



18 Years of Steady Evolution 1998 – 2016

The IHE Development Domains

Pharmacy
Since 2009

Surgery
Since 2014

Pathology
since 2006

Radiation Oncology
since 2004

Radiology
since 1998

Cardiology
since 2004

Patient Care Devices
since 2005

Patient Care Coordination
since 2004

Eye Care
since 2006

Quality
Research & Public Health

since 2006

Laboratory
since 2004

(Healthcare)
IT Infrastructure

since 2003

since 2008

Today over 

180 Profiles 

for Interop.

within the

Enterprise

& National

-Regional

Health Info

Exchange

At Home

Endoscopy
since 2010

Dental
since 2010
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IHE Connectathons

Each year:

• USA, January

• China, March 

• Europe, April

• Korea, September

• Japan, October Massive yearly events :

70-80 vendors

250-300 engineers

100-150 systems

………tested in 5 days



Multi-vendor collaboration is critical
to deliver interoperability 

Interoperability is not just about technology…
 It needs a culture of collaboration

Interoperability is not just about selecting standards and 
profiles….
 It needs a culture of quality, therefore testing is critical

IHE and PCHA/Continua will share their combined experience 
leveraging the Connectathon Unique opportunity for EIP-AHA.



Workshop on Interoperability for 
Active and Healthy Aging

April 6th 9h30 – 16h00 Venice, Italy
in conjunction with the IHE Connectathon

• The primary goal of this Workshop will be to collect and discuss experiences with 
technology barriers and challenges. 

• These challenges will be matched against the solutions and approaches proposed 
by IHE and PCHAlliance/Continua to identify solutions that would benefit the EIP 
on AHA community. 

• Workshop participants will be offered an opportunity to visit the IHE 
Connectathon, the largest European interoperability testing event in eHealth.

Recommendations and Next Steps:
The feedback and recommendations will shape the approach to interoperability for 
the Blueprint on Digital Transformation of Health and Care for the Ageing Society with 
pragmatic steps applicable to new and on-going digital health projects.



Questions ?



Thank you very much for your participation!

For any questions related to the Webinar please 

contact B3 Promoter Leo Lewis :

leolewis@integratedcarefoundation.org


